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Abstract: Traditional techniques of data analysis do not enable the solution of all kind of problems and for that reason they have become insufficient. This caused a new interdisciplinary field of data mining to arise, encompassing both classical statistical, and modern machine learning techniques to support the data analysis and knowledge discovery from data. Data mining methods are powerful in dealing with large quantities of data, but on the other hand they are difficult to master by business users to facilitate decision support. In this paper we introduce our approach to integration of decision support system with data mining. We discuss the role of data mining to facilitate decision support, the use of data mining methods in decision support systems, discuss applied approaches and introduce a data mining decision support system called DMDSS - Data Mining Decision Support System. We also present some obtained results and plans for future development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Companies use several types of decision support systems to facilitate decision making. Traditionally, OLAP tools are used for an advanced data analysis and decision support in the business area. OLAP tools follow what is in essence a deductive approach [16]. The drawback of this approach is that it depends on coincidence or even luck of choosing the right dimensions at drilling-down to acquire the most valuable information, trends and patterns. It lacks algorithmic approach and depends on the analysts’ insight, coincidence or even luck for acquiring the most valuable information, trends and patterns from data. And finally, even for the best analyst there is a limitation to a number of attributes he can simultaneously consider in order to acquire accurate and valuable information, trends and patterns [11]. It seems that with the increase in data volume, traditional data analysis has become insufficient, and new methods for data analysis are needed.

To satisfy this need, a new interdisciplinary field of data mining appeared. Data mining encompasses statistical, pattern recognition, and machine learning tools to support the discovery of patterns, trends and rules that lie within data given [13]. Performing analysis through data mining follows an inductive approach of analyzing data where machine learning algorithms are applied to extract non-obvious knowledge from data [16]. Data mining reduces or even eliminates the above mentioned drawback. As opposed to classical
data analysis techniques, data mining strategies often take a slightly different view, i.e. the nature of the data itself could dictate the problem definition and lead to discovery of previously unknown but interesting patterns. Data mining methods also extend the possibilities of discovering information, trends and patterns by using richer model representations (e.g. decision rules, decision trees, ...) than the usual statistical methods, and are therefore well-suited for making the results more comprehensible to the non-technically oriented business users. OLAP tools mostly enable the answers to the questions like: “What has been going on?” On the other hand, data mining enables the answers to different kind of questions, e.g.: “What are characteristics of our best customers?” Indeed, the use of data mining advances the whole field of data analysis including its role in the decision-making process to a higher level [24].

Data mining can be used through two approaches. The first approach is called *data mining software tool approach*. In this approach data mining is used through ad hoc data mining projects by the use of data mining software tools [11, 17, 15]. Data mining software tools require a significant expertise in data mining methods, databases and statistics. They are rather complex, because they offer a variety of methods and parameters that the user must understand in order to use them effectively [17]. Data mining software tool approach has a disadvantage in a number of various experts needed to collaborate in a project, the complexity of software tools and in transferability of results and models [28, 14]. The disadvantages mentioned call for different approach, which in this paper we call *data mining application system approach*. Data mining application systems approach signifies the possibility to develop decision support systems which use data mining methods and do not demand expertise in data mining for business users. It is an approach which focuses on business users and other decision makers, enabling them to view data mining models which are presented in a user-understandable manner through a user friendly and intuitive GUI using standard and graphical presentation techniques [1]. Through the use of data mining application systems approach, data mining becomes better integrated in business environments and their decision processes [11, 15, 17, 3]. We hope to demonstrate the latter by introducing the DMDSS (Data Mining Decision Support System), which we developed.

The paper is structured as follows. In the second section we are making a brief introduction of data mining and decision support systems. In the third section we are introducing the motivation for the use of data mining to facilitate decision support. We are presenting two approaches of the use of data mining and data mining standards. In the fourth section we are going to introduce DMDSS, decision support system based on data mining which we developed for telecommunication service provider. We are presenting the process model for the use of DMDSS and the platform of DMDSS. We are also introducing the functionalities of DMDSS for classification data mining method supported by DMDSS. In fifth section we are representing the results and the experiences of the use of DMDSS after five months of production. We are also representing the list of enhancements planned for new version of DMDSS. And finally, we are introducing summary and concluding remarks.

2. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND DATA MINING: A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

Decision support systems (DSS) are defined as interactive application systems which are intended to help decision makers utilize data and models in order to identify problems, solve problems and make decisions. They incorporate both data and models and they are designed to assist decision makers in decision making processes. They provide support for decision making, they do not replace it. The mission of decision support systems is to improve effectiveness, rather than the efficiency of decisions [22]. A decision support
system can take many different forms and in general we can say that every decision support system is developed for a specific objective and bases on a particular decision process and set of methods, techniques and approaches. The DSS can be developed for the purpose of simulation [7, 18], analysis [4, 13, 29], forecasting [31, 25] and optimization [13]. The design of DSS is very dependant on decision-making process and decision problems which the DSS is going to support [13]. In the context of our paper especially important are repetitive decision problems, which must be supported daily in a non ad-hoc manner.

The objective of data mining is to discover relationships, patterns and knowledge hidden in data. Data mining is the process of analyzing data in order to discover implicit, but potentially useful information and uncover previously unknown patterns and relationships hidden in data. Data mining is an interdisciplinary field which encompasses statistical, pattern recognition, and machine learning tools to support the analysis of data and discovery of principles that lie within the data. The data mining learning problems that we consider can be roughly categorized as either supervised or unsupervised [30]. In supervised learning, the goal is to predict the value of an outcome based on a number of input measures. In unsupervised learning, there is no outcome measure, and the goal is to describe associations and patterns among a set of input measures.

3. INTEGRATING DATA MINING AND DECISION SUPPORT

Companies use several types of decision support systems to facilitate decision support. For the purposes of analysis and decision support in the business area traditionally OLAP based decision support systems are used. OLAP systems represent a tool enabling decision support on a tactical level. They enable drill-down concept, i.e. digging through a data warehouse from several viewpoints to acquire the information the decision maker is interested in [5]. OLAP systems support analysis processes and decision processes, where the analysts are supposed to look for information, trends and patterns. They do it by viewing OLAP forms swapping dimensions and drilling-down through them [11]. Performing analysis through OLAP follows a deductive approach of analyzing data [16].

The disadvantage of such an approach is that it depends on coincidence or even luck of choosing the right dimensions at drilling-down to acquire the most valuable information, trends and patterns. We could say that OLAP systems provide analytical tools enabling user-led analysis of the data, where the user has to start the right query in order to get the appropriate answer [21]. Such an approach enables mostly the answers to the questions like: “What has been going on?” What about the answers to the questions like: “What are characteristics of our best customers?” Those answers can not be provided by OLAP systems, but can be provided by the use of data mining, which follows an inductive approach of analyzing data [16].

When discussing the relation between data mining and OLAP it is not the question of which one of them is better or worse. Data mining enables the answers to different questions than OLAP, i.e. it enables the solution of different problems and to acquire different information. Decision processes in general, depending on problem, need both, OLAP and data mining, to get the appropriate level of support of decision processes [10].

Several authors discuss the use of data mining to facilitate decision support and they all confirm the value of it. Chen and Liu argue that the use of data mining helps institutions make critical decisions faster and with a greater degree of confidence. They believe that the use of data mining lowers the uncertainty in decision process [7]. Nemati and Barko state that the use of data mining offers companies an indispensable decision-enhancing process to exploit new opportunities by transforming data into valuable knowledge and a potential competitive advantage. Authors also introduce their survey which indicates that the use of data mining can improve the quality and accuracy of decisions [24]. Lee and Park state that
the knowledge gained from data sources by the use of data mining methods can be crucial for the decision making processes [19]. Mladenic claims that the integration of data mining and decision support can lead to the improved performance of decision support systems and can enable the tackling of new types of problems that have not been addressed before. They also argue that the integration of data mining and decision support can significantly improve current approaches and create new approaches to problem solving, by enabling the fusion of knowledge from experts and knowledge extracted from data [23]. Chen and Liu state that data mining is a very useful technology which opens new opportunities for data analysis [8].

3.1. DATA MINING SOFTWARE TOOL APPROACH

Data mining can be used through two different approaches. The first approach is called data mining software tool approach where the use of data mining is typically initiated through ad hoc data mining projects [11, 17, 15]. Ad hoc data mining projects are initiated by a particular objective on a chosen area which represents a basis for the defining of the domain. They are performed using data mining software tools which require a significant expertise in data mining methods, databases and/or statistics [17]. They usually operate separately from the data source, requiring a significant amount of additional time spent with data export from various sources, data import, pre-processing, post-processing and data transformation [15, 11]. The result of a project is usually a report explaining the models acquired during the project using various data mining methods. Data mining software tool approach has a disadvantage in a number of various experts needed to collaborate in a project and in transferability of results and models [28, 14]. The latter indicates that results and models acquired by the project can be used for reporting, but cannot be directly utilized in other application systems. Data mining software tool approach represents the first generation of data mining [15].

3.2. DATA MINING APPLICATION SYSTEM APPROACH

The data mining software tool approach has revealed some disadvantages. The most important of them is the fact that due to the complexity of data mining software tools, they can not be directly used by business users. Data mining models are produced for business users. For that reason we need applications which will enable them to view and exploit data mining models effectively to facilitate decision support [17, 11]. This implies to the new approach of the use of data mining which we call data mining application system approach. It is an approach which focuses on business users and other decision makers, enabling them to view and exploit data mining models. Models are presented in a user-understandable manner through a user-friendly and intuitive GUI using standard and graphical presentation techniques [1]. Decision makers can focus on specific business problems covered by areas of analysis with the possibility of repeated analysis in periodic time intervals or at particular milestones. Through the use of data mining application systems approach, data mining becomes better integrated in business environments and their decision processes [11, 15, 17, 3].

Data mining standards undoubtedly represent an important issue for data mining application systems approach [15]. Employing common standards simplifies the development of data mining application systems and business application systems utilizing data mining models. A considerable effort in the area of data mining standards has already been done within the data mining community. Established and emerging data mining standards address several aspects of data mining where application interface (API) is
probably one of the most important of them [12]. The standardized data mining API represents the key issue for data mining application systems approach. Its main advantage in the possibility to leverage data mining functionality using standard API shared by all application systems within information system. JDM (Java Data Mining) is a Java based API specification which has reached final release status in 2004 [16]. Another important standard for the area of data mining is PMML. PMML is an XML-based standard and language which in theory provides a way for applications to define statistical and data mining models and to share models between PMML compliant applications [12]. In practice, this is limited to sharing the models between different systems that use the same platform (e.g., ODM). All models in DMDSS are stored in the PMML format.

### 3.3. DATA MINING BASED DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

We have developed a data mining based decision support system for a telecommunication service provider. In the following part of the paper it will be called simply a company. We first did a survey about CRM implementation. One of the aims of the survey was to explore and demonstrate various approaches and methods for the area of analytical CRM. The important statement of the survey was that company intolerably needs data mining for performing analysis in the area of analytical CRM. It was stated that the application system approach is more suitable for the introduction of data mining. The main reason for choosing the application system approach was the fact that the area of analytical CRM in the company represents a rather dynamic environment with continual need for repeated analyses. Right after the survey, the development project for decision support system was initiated. The decision support system is called DMDSS and will be introduced in the following part of the paper.

### 3.4. RELATED WORK

Some decision support systems that use data mining have already been developed and introduced in the literature. Lee and Park presented Customized Sampling Decision Support System (CSDSS) which uses data mining. CSDSS is a web-based system that enables the user to select a process sampling method that is most suitable according to his needs at purchasing semiconductor products. The system enables the autonomous generation of available customized sampling methods and provides the performance information for those methods. CSDSS uses clustering data mining method within the generation of sampling methods. The system is not designed to support other domains; it only supports the domain mentioned [19]. Bose and Sugumaran introduced Intelligent Data Miner (IDM) decision support system. IDM is a Web-based application system intended to provide organization-wide decision support capability for business users. Besides data mining it also supports some other function categories to enable decision support: data inquiry and multidimensional analysis through enabling OLAP views on multidimensional data. In the data mining part of IDM it supports the creation of models, manipulation of models and presentation of models in various presentation techniques of, among others, the following data mining methods: association rules, clustering and classifiers (classification). The system also performs data cleansing and data preparation and provides necessary parameters for data mining algorithms. Interesting characteristic of IDM is that it makes a connection to external data mining software tool which performs data mining model creation. The system enables predefined and ad-hoc data mining model creation. The authors state that the disadvantage of IDM is the fact that non-technical users (business users) need to have a fair amount of understanding of data mining and that the use of data
mining and the creation of data mining models still needs to be clearly directed by the user, especially with ad-hoc model creation [5]. Polese introduced decision support system based on data mining. The system was designed to support tactical decisions of a basketball coach during a basketball match through suggesting tactical solutions based on the data of the past games. The decision support system only supports association rules data mining method and uses association rule algorithm called Apriori algorithm combined with Decision query algorithm. The decision support system enables the coach to submit data about his tactical strategies and data about the game and the rival team. After that the system provides the coach with opinion about the chosen strategies and with suggestions. The system is not designed to support other domains; it only supports the basketball domain [26].

3.5. THE PROCESS MODEL TO SUPPORT DECISION PROCESS

To determine the process model for DMDSS was one of the key issues within the design of DMDSS. We needed the model which would be appropriate to enable decision support for the purposes of analytical CRM in the company. The process model shows how decision processes are supported by the decision support system. The design of process model was based on CRISP-DM (CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) process model. CRISP-DM is a data mining process model which was developed by the industry leaders and the collaboration of experienced data mining users and data mining software tool providers [27, 9, 12]. There are some other data mining process models found in the literature. They use slightly different terminology, but they are semantically equivalent to CRISP-DM [11, 20]. The analysis of data mining process models confirmed CRISP-DM as the most appropriate process model for DMDSS. CRISP-DM process model breaks down the data mining activities into the following six phases which all include a variety of tasks [27, 9]: business understanding, data understanding, data preparation, modelling, evaluation and deployment.

![Figure 1. The Process Model of DMDSS (according to the submission instructions figures are placed in a separate file)](image-url)
CRISP-DM process model was adapted to the needs of DMDSS as a two stage model: the preparation stage and the production stage (Figure 1). The division into two stages is based on the following two demands, which are the consequence of data mining application system approach used. First, DMDSS should enable repeated creation of data mining models based on up-to-date data set for every area of analysis. Second, business users should only use it within the deployment phase with only basic level of understanding of data mining concepts.

The preparation stage represents the process model for the use of DMDSS for the purposes of preparation of the area of analysis for the production use. During the preparation stage the CRISP-DM phases are performed in multiple iterations with the emphasize on the first five phases: from business understanding to evaluation. The aim of executing multiple iterations of all CRISP-DM phases for every area of analysis is to achieve step-by-step improvements in all of the phases. In the business understanding phase the slight redefinitions of the objectives can be made, if necessary, according to the results of other phases, especially the results of evaluation phase. In the data preparation phase the improvements in the procedures which execute the recreation of data set can be achieved. Data set must be recreated automatically every night based on the current state of data warehouse and transactional databases. The problems detected in the data preparation phase can also demand changes in the data understanding phase. In the data preparation phase the attribute names of data sources are transformed to aliases which are user-friendly and enable the user to easily understand the meaning of the attribute. In cases when the attribute has the limited set of discrete codes, the codes are decoded to values which are more appropriate to the user than the codes.

In the modelling phase and evaluation phase the model is created and evaluated for several times with the aim to do the fine-tuning of data mining algorithms through finding the proper values of the parameters for the algorithms. It is essential to do enough iterations in order to monitor the level of changes in data sets and data mining models acquired. Through multiple iterations the stability of data preparation phase is reached and optimal values of parameter values for data mining algorithms are identified. According to the results gained in the evaluation phase through multiple iterations, the preparation stage can either reject the area of analysis due to the insufficient quality of models; either approves it with or without minor redefinitions of objectives in the business understanding phase and consequently the changes in other phases. The mission of the preparation stage is to confirm the fulfilling of the objectives of area of analysis for decision support and to assure the stability of data preparation.

The production stage represents the production use of DMDSS for an area of analysis. In the production stage the emphasis is on the phases of modelling, evaluation and deployment, what does not mean that other phases are not encompassed in the production stage. Data preparation, for example, is executed automatically based on procedures developed in the preparation stage. The modelling and evaluation are performed by data mining expert, while the deployment phase is performed by business users. Error! Reference source not found. 1 introduces the schema of the process model of DMDSS showing a preparation stage and production stage in a joint view. The schema reflects the phases of both stages of the process model. Beside that schema also shows the roles of data administrator, data mining expert and business user and the phases where they take part in: either actively as the executor of the phase, either only collaborating. The schema also reveals that DMDSS only supports the phases of modelling, evaluation and deployment. The functionalities of DMDSS will be introduced later on in this section.
3.6. THE PLATFORM

DMDSS uses Oracle database and was developed on J2EE platform. The selection of Oracle was the consequence of the fact that Oracle introduced ODM (Oracle Data Mining) option. ODM has two important components. The first component is a data mining engine (DME), which provides the infrastructure that offers a set of data mining services. The second component is Java-based data mining application interface (ODM API), which enables access to services provided by DME [16]. Another factor that influenced the platform selection was the fact that practically all of the data needed for initial set of areas of analysis was available in Oracle databases in the company. Before finally accepting Oracle and ODM, an evaluation sub-project was initiated. The aim of the project was to evaluate ODM, i.e. to verify the quality of its algorithms and results. It was the first version of ODM and evaluation was simply necessary to reduce the risk of using an immature product. The evaluation gave positive results.

3.7. THE FUNCTIONALITIES SUPPORTED BY DMDSS

The design of functional demands for DMDSS and the design of data mining process model were done simultaneously. Both activities are very interrelated, because the process model implies the functionality of a decision support system to a great extent. The functionalities of DMDSS will be introduced based on the production stage of the process model proposed and the functionalities offered by forms to a user. DMDSS supports two roles: data mining expert and business user. Each of the roles has the access to the forms and their functionalities according to the production stage of the process model (Figure 1). DMDSS enables the use of the following data mining methods: classification, clustering and association rules. Depending on the nature of the area of analysis the DMDSS enables the use of one or more data mining methods within the area of analysis. In the following part of the section we introduce functionalities for classification. Functionalities for clustering and association rules are conceptually the same as functionalities for classification.

3.7.1. Functionalities for Classification

DMDSS enables the data mining expert to create classification models by using model creation form (Figure 2). When creating the model he inputs a unique model name and a purpose of model creation. Beside that there are four algorithm parameters to be set before the model creation. The user can choose the value for each parameter from the set of discrete values which was defined as appropriate in the preparation stage of process model for a particular area of analysis. At the bottom of the form there are recommended values for parameters to acquire a model with fewer or more rules: recommended settings for fewer rules in a model, and settings for more rules in a model. The examples of forms in the figures shown in the following part of the section are for the area of analysis called “Customers classification”. Model testing is performed automatically as the last step of the model creation.

Within the evaluation phase data mining expert can view and evaluate the model using data mining expert model viewing form. This form is very similar to the form for model viewing which is used by business user in the deployment phase and will be introduced later on. While evaluating, the data mining expert can input comments for the model. The role of comments is to help the business users to understand and interpret the models better. In case of classification model evaluating signifies the evaluation of the quality of the
model. Model evaluation is performed based on results of the model testing step within the model creation.

As the final step of evaluation phase data mining expert can change the published status of a model to a value \textit{true} if the relative model quality reaches a certain level, and if the model is different from the previously created model of particular area of analysis. It is the duty of data mining expert to evaluate the practical quality of the model, both qualitative and quantitative, and the level of difference of newly created model in relation to previously created model and decide about it. Business users have access only the models with published status set to \textit{true}.

**Figure 2.** A model creation form for data mining expert for classification (according to the submission instructions figures are placed in a separate file)

Within the deployment phase business users have access to the form for model viewing for a business user (Figure 3). There are two visualization techniques available to support model viewing. The first technique is a table where classification rules are presented in IF-THEN form. The second technique is decision trees, where classification rules are converted into decision trees showing equivalent information as classification rules. The decision trees technique is a graphical technique, which enables visual presentation of rules and for that reason it is very appropriate for business users. It is appropriate for business users because it enables them obtain information in an easier way and it can be especially useful in case when model has a lot of rules (over 10, for example). The form shows general information about the model: model name, date of model creation, number of rules, number of comments and number of classification classes. The form enables the filtering of classification rules according to the class. The user can choose either to view the rules for all classes, either only the rules for a chosen class. The form also shows the last comment of
a model written by the data mining expert and enables the user to view all other comments through the opening of the form for comments. In order to present the information about the quality of the model the form also presents testing parameters relative model quality and classification accuracy. For a business user the parameter relative model quality is presented in qualitative form. It is more appropriate than the quantitative form, because this way business user doesn’t have to remember exact values. For example: middle is when the value is greater than 0 and smaller than 0.5, that is, the relative improvement of model quality is between 0% and 50% with respect to the prediction of the most frequent class (mode).

Figure 3. A model viewing form for business users for classification (according to the submission instructions figures are placed at in a separate file)

The example of the area of analysis which uses classification method in DMDSS is called Customers classification. For the purpose of area of analysis customers are ranked into three categories, i.e. classes: a good customer, a normal customer and a bad customer. The aim of the area of analysis is to acquire the model for each customer category. The model acquired enables business users to monitor characteristics of a particular customer category and plan better customer category focused marketing campaigns for acquiring new customers. DMDSS supports additional areas of analysis for the purposes of mobile phone sales analysis, other areas of customer analysis and vendor analysis.
3.7.2. Example of the Scenario of Use

The area of analysis called Loyalty model enables the company to acquire the classification model for customers which are possible defectors, i.e. customers who potentially could switch to another telecommunication service provider. This area of analysis is very important for the company due to intense campaigns for acquiring new customers launched by the competition. Data mining expert creates the new model every day in order to detect changes as soon as possible. If the new model is different comparing to previous one, the data mining expert changes the published status to the value true. Analyst in marketing department first checks the new model to evaluate changes. After that the model is applied on the whole set of existing customers. Every customer who is according to the model acquired a possible defector and who hasn’t been sent a special offer (a new mobile phone for a very low price) in the last 30 days, gets a special offer to increase the loyalty of the customer and to lower the possibility for him to switch to another company. The results of this area of analysis will be introduced later on in the paper.

4. THE EXPERIENCE OF USE

DMDSS has now been in production use in the company for five months. Before the start of production first the tutorial for data mining for business users was organised. The aim of tutorial was to educate business users with the basic concepts of data mining with the emphasis on teach then how to interpret data mining models correctly. After the tutorial the training was organised where business users learned how to use and truly exploit DMDSS to facilitate decision support through the use of data mining. For one employee from the company, who was planed to take over the role of data mining expert, there was no special training organised. He was a member of the development team and he all time actively collaborated in the preparation stage for every area of analysis.

Business users use DMDSS at their daily work. They use patterns and rules identified in models as the new knowledge, which they use for analysis and decision process at their work. It is becoming apparent that they are getting used to DMDSS. According to their words they have already become aware of the advantages of continual use of data mining for analysis purposes to facilitate decision support. The most important achievement after five months of use is the fact that business users have really started to understand the potentials of data mining. Suddenly they have got many new ideas for new areas of analysis, because they have started to realize how to define areas of analysis to acquire valuable results. The list of new areas of analysis is regularly updated, and after the first year of production it will be discussed and evaluated. Selected areas of analysis will then be implemented and introduced to DMDSS according to the process model introduced in the paper, which also determines the methodology of introducing new areas of analysis to DMDSS.

The use of DMDSS to facilitate decision support has already shown some measurable and non-measurable results:

- Based on the before mentioned area of analysis called Loyalty model the company’s managers have defined a strategy for continual focused campaigns to increase the loyalty of possible defectors. The first three-month campaign has already been launched and two months after the campaign there were 9% less defectors according to two months before the campaign. Business results from previous years do not show any significant seasonal changes between the two compared time frames. The achievement was gained despite of intensive campaigns launched by the competition.
• The area of analysis called Customer classification enables the possibility to acquire the classification model for good, normal and bad customers. The company’s managers are defining a strategy for treating new customers based on that model, because it enables the forecasting of customer category for a new customer. Especially important for the company are of course customers who are potentially good. Beside that they are defining a strategy for continual focused marketing campaigns for acquiring good customers.

• The area of analysis called Customers and mobile phone categories enables the company to acquire the classification model for customers and three mobile phones categories they are purchasing: high-price, mid-price and low-price mobile phones. For each mobile phone category the model describes the properties of the customers who purchased mobile phones of that category. The company’s managers are defining a strategy for continual focused campaigns based on the model to increase the sales of mobile phones. The start of implementation of the strategy is planned in two or three months.

It is important to stress that the strategies mentioned are being defined based on the fact that DMDSS enables the daily creation of models and consequently repeated campaigns with the frequency which is determined by decision maker. It in general mainly depends on the policy covering the area of analysis and also on the frequency of changes in data mining models within the area of analysis.

4.1. THE PLAN FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

There are some new functionalities planned besides introducing new areas of analysis. In many cases association rules models consist of a number of rules. In these cases it is hardly possible for the data mining expert to check them all in order to evaluate them and detect changes from the previous model. For a business user it is also difficult to browse through lots of rules and detect valuable new patterns. For that reason we plan to develop a method which will detect association rules that are new according to the previous model. Business users will have the possibility to filter the rules in order to see only new rules. According to the experience of business users, this would significantly increase their efficiency at utilizing association rules. The similar enhancement is planned for the clustering. As mentioned before, the number of clusters can be high and the clusters descriptions can be rather long. We plan to develop two methods along the temporal axis: the method which will detect new clusters and the method which will detect clusters with minor level of changes. The second method will also mark changes in the model according to the preceding model, using both semantic and graphical techniques (such as silhouette plots). The experience of the use of DMDSS has also revealed that business users need the possibility to make their own archive of classification rules, association rules and cluster descriptions. They also need to have an option to make their own comments to archived rules in order to record the ideas gained by viewing and analysing the rules.

5. CONCLUSION

DMDSS is a data mining based decision support system which supports decision processes based on the knowledge acquired from data mining models: rules, patterns and relationships. It is a passive DSS, because it supports decision processes through new knowledge acquired without producing explicit decision suggestions or solutions. The mission of DMDSS is to offer an easy-to-use tool which enables business users to exploit
data mining models with only a basic level of understanding of the data mining concepts, which enables them to interpret the models correctly. The process model of DMDSS defines the roles of business user and data mining expert, where phases that demand expertise in data mining are performed by data mining expert and are hidden from business user. Business users only exploit data mining models, which are created by data mining expert. The experience shows that through such a process model we have achieved a rather high level of integration of data mining into daily decision processes through DMDSS. DMDSS was developed for a telecommunications service provider, but its process model and architecture enable its use in any business environment.

Comparing DMDSS to decision support systems introduced in the related work section, we would like to put out the following remarks. First, DMDSS uses data mining services of data mining engine in Oracle database. It does not use external data mining software like IDM, it also does not contain self programmed data mining algorithms like CSDSS [19] and system introduced by Polese [26]. The solution and platform used by DMDSS enables the deployment of data mining models to other J2EE based application systems, what we plan to utilize in the future for the purposes of prediction. The dilemma between data mining software tools and database built-in data mining engines is justified, because data mining software tools have reached a very high level of maturity. But, on the other hand we intensively follow the development of the platform of choice, Oracle Data Mining and accompanying tools, which have already gained a certain level of maturity.

Second, DMDSS only enables predefined areas of analysis like system introduced by Polese [26] and CSDSS [19] do, whereas IDM enables also ad-hoc data mining analysis. The architecture and the design of DMDSS enable to include any area of analysis as long as data set is available in Oracle database. We believe that in order decision support system to be more appropriate for business users, it should not enable ad-hoc data mining model creation. The process of creation of ad-hoc models should be controlled rigorously in this case and this demands a rather high level of knowledge of data mining. We see that the problem of predefined and ad-hoc areas of analysis is interrelated to the problem the knowledge of data mining and the division of user’s roles. We hold the opinion that the users of data mining based decision support system should be divided into two groups: data mining experts who create and evaluate models and business users who exploit models to support decision processes. We believe that with the concepts of predefined areas of analysis and the use of two user roles mentioned, we managed to make DMDSS a useful tool. It is accepted by business users as a tool which enables decision support through data mining models with only a basic level of knowledge of data mining, which is needed to interpret the models.

Although DMDSS is a rather new application system, there exists a plan for further development of DMDSS. On one hand, there is a list of new areas of analysis being built up by business users, on the other hand there are also enhancements planned in the area of functionalities of DMDSS. We intend to provide our users with more data mining methods when they become available. We believe that both satisfying the user requirements as well as providing them with a choice of new data mining methods will contribute to better results of the use of DMDSS to facilitate decision support.
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